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ABSTRACT; 

The influence of ~aria tions in aspha I t concrete milr: propenies on p;H'ement 
perlormance during Its liie IS a critical Jactor in highways construction. Although other 
pa\,ement's la'iers~ base courlOe. subbase ... nd subgrade have also important eHl':ct~ on 
performance: however, they elln ea~ily be adjusted early during the construction. 
Shortly after being laid the asphalt concrete s.ud"'ce layer hardens; therefore, no 
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adjustment can be applied. An asphalt concrete surface layer can be character lzed by 
its percent air voids, percent asphalt con tent, asphalt properties, percent f iller and 
aggregate type and gradation. 

Quite often material quality does not meet speCification requirements. The effect 
01 rhi~ nonconforma tion on the pavement serviceability has not been established; 
however, il results in reduced payments to contractors. The pay adjustment methods 
currently used in Egypt is based mainly on discounting the pre~ent cost of materials 
lost out of the mix from the contractor's payment. This method of penalizing the 
contrac [Or is not based on sound engineering principles. Thus, it is not always a reliable 
measure of pavement's reduced serviceability. 

The purpose of this study is to develop a pay adjustment method that is based 
on the actual serviceability of pavement. It was based on the serviceability of pavement 
defined in the ASSHTO method of thickness design. It was assumed that the maximum 
penalty a contractor can ever pay was equivalent to an adjusted cost of an overlay 
which upgrads the pavem'~nt to its design serviceability. The actual penalty wa5; then, 
computed based on the actual 10.5s of serviceability experienced over time. Summary 
tables and figures that lacilirate presenting the method and its application through 
a simple example are included. 

INTRODUCTION: 

Quality control during the con5tructlon of flexible pavements is considered 
critical in determining the service life oj a high\IJay. It normally happens that the quality 
oi ,he materials used in construction are outside the specification tolerance limits. 
In some cases, specially during the early slages 01 construction, the materials that 
do not meet rhe specification requirements can be rejected and the contractor is 
responsible lor replacement. However, il'l many situations, evaluation of the finished 
pavement layer has proved devia tions f rom the design limits. 

Worldwide, some agencies reject con~truction that do not meet 5pecification 
limitS, and do not pay contrac tors. Olhers, hOIlo'ever; accept these deviations in thickness, 
asphalt content and properties, compaction, and gradalion but apply a pay adju5tment 
factor that penalizes the contractor i)y reducing his balance. In Egypt, the reduction 
is based On present materia I cost discount. For example if an asphalt concrete surface 
course constructed at less thickness that designed, the present cost of thiCkness differe
nce is deducted from Ihe total amount of the contract. Other factors such as a 10\IJer 
asphalt content, lack of filler or missing a portion 01 an aggregate size is cut from 
the contractors balance on the basis of weight cost 01 material lost. 

Non of rhe previously mentioned approaches, for pay adjustment, have been based 
on sound engin~erjng principles. Therefore, the~e factors are not considered measures 
oj serviceabiliry reduction ot the pavement •. H!nce, many problems bet\IJeen the high
ways agencies and the contraCtors are presently experienced. In lact, the need for 
an actual engineering procedure for accepting or rejecting noncompliance \lJork is 
warranted. 

PURPOSE AND METHOD OF STUDY: 

The main target 01 'lhis analysis is [0 develop a sound method tor setting a pay 
adjustment method for fJexible pavements in Egypt. The condition of the constructed 
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sub~rade, ;ubbase or b;\se COurse lay.:r:. can be adjusted to satis1y the specification 
requirements eIther by thickness increase, by additional compaction or by both of them. 
The surface course is responsible for 40.0 percent or more of the total serviceability 
and cost of paYf'ml"nt. Therefore, the proposed method should concentrate of finding 
a rational relation between the asphalt concrete quality and the total pavement servicea
bility. Whence it can be specified whether the work should be accepted or rejected 
arid how much comper\5.-:ltion the contractor would pay. 

To s.atisfy this purpose. the major elements 1hat affeCt the asphalt rorrrere 
properties .are first determmed. Then a predIctive model which reflects these proper
ties in one representative value IS selected. The relation betweer\ pavement components 
and its serviceability over time is Then based on the AASHTO method of design. The 
final step will, then, be respon1ible for determining the penalty or the pay adjuslment 
factors. 

MIX PROPERTIES VERSUS SERVICEABILITY: 

The serviceability of a pavement can be defined iU its ability to serve the traffic 
for which it is designed for. Apavement is designed to reach a predefined serviceablli ty 
lnde)( (PSl) under a predellned tral1ic flow which is e)(pected to occur during a specified 
period of lime. The number of repition5 of a standard axle, 18 kips (SOKn) single axle, 
has been related to 1h~ subgrade sod properties, environmental cor.ditions and the 
pavement quality and structure in the AASHTO method of design 0). Since, in this 
sn,dy, we assumed that ba~e and subbase courses are perfectly controlled, the surface 
course properties could have been directly related to the pavemeflt serviceability 
index. Some major properties of 1he 1inished surface course are di~cussed in the following 
paragraph~ 

Air Viods: 

Percentage air "Iods (Va) is the most dominant factor that determins an asphalt 
I'nIX quality. Filtigue life of a bilvmenous surface course is primarily aHected by the 
level of compaction: a higher fatigue liCe of pavement is the result of a' decreased 
percentage of air voids. f rom it mil( design point of view; the asphalt content, aggrl'gate 
grad atiot'l, and percent Iiller are selected to obtain the smalJes voids spaces posible 
so that bleeding will not occur. Research. elsewhere, has confirmed that fatigue life 
decreases sharply with increasing voids content of the mil( (2l. 

Asphalt ProQerties and Content 

When aU other properties are tilted, the viscusity of asphalt cement affects the 
fatigue life of asphalt concrete. Low penetration asphalt cement imparts a lower 
fatigue IHe (or the asphalt concrete than a higher penetration one (2). 

The asphalt content is also a critical factor that rules all mil( properties. The 
binder is 1he m05t expensive <:onslltuent 01 the mix. in a.ddition, it contrels the fleXibility 
of surface course. The content 01 bitumen in mix is directly related to the percent 
ail' voids and aHects aggregate interparticle [riction which in turn influence the stability, 

durability, strength and fatigue life of mix. 

Recent research, aimed to devf'loping a ma1hematical model for p(edlCtion 
of the modulus ~I elasticity ot asphalt concrete, has proved that not only the percent 
a!lphalt content (Pac) that effects the ela!aic modulus but abo its deviation (rom 
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the optimum value (Popt] (3). In the recent Asphalt Institute method of pavement 
design (4) the fatIgue life of asphalt concrete has been found to be dependent on 
the modulus 01 elaStIcity and the level 01 elastic strain. In general, percent bitumen 
content and properw;s IS a factor that interacts with bll other mix compon"ents to 
determine the quallty 01 asphalt concrete. 

Aggr~gate Gradation and Type 

The gradation of an aggregate determines the amount of voids present to be 
lilled with asphalt cement. The degree to which the voids are filled with bitumen 
influences the elasticty and fatigue life of mix. Also, the amount ot voids, provided 
by the agregate, controls the fatigue life of finished mIx. 

Since different aggregate types ha .. e di 1I erenr capabilities as load-carrier thus 
it is expected that the fatigue life of milt differs by aggregate type. Shape, surface 
texture, durability and others are factors defining aggregate type. A recent study 
rela ting the number of load repeti t ions to failure with milt properties has substantia ted 
that type of aggregate has an importanl consequences on 1atigue life of asphalt concrete 
(2). They asserted that mixes composed of crushed Stone have bener fatigue life than 
those composed of crushed gravel. 

Properties Predictive Model 

The properties of 5urIace course material is reflected in the AASHTO pa .. ement 
design method through one variable called layer coefficient (a I)' This coefficient 
varies from 0.20 to 0.44 depending on the quality and type of asphalt mix. Based 
upon the NCHRP evaluauon study of the AASHTO design guide (5), a relation between 
layer coefficienr (a I) and elastic modulus (E) has been proposed from a combined 
analysis of indl .. !dual sra Ie highway resul t!'i and a theoritical analysis. F ig.( I). A mathema
tical model relatmg the mix properties to its elastic modulus has been developed 
for use in the Asphalt lnstitut e thickness design method (4). The model was based 
on measuring (~e modulus ot elaslicit'1 of 369 asphalt concrete specimens made from 
crushed stone aggregaTes mixed at the optimum asphalt content. However, the model 
has recently been refined to include wider range of mix properties (3). The latest 

model was based on 1179 points and had a coefficient 01 determination (R2) of 0.&91· 
This excellent results creared a highly accurate predictive equation that can reflect 
the properties o.t asphalt mix with only one dependent .. alue. The model can be reduced 
lor a temperature of 68°F (20 D e) and a load frequency of 1.0 hertz to be: 

Log (E) = 6.48}}87 + 0.028829 (p 200) - 0.03476 (V,.) 

+ 2076.7 (p ) -2.194 -0.457 (P - P + 4.0)"5 
enr aC opt 

Where; 

E : elastic modulus, in psi., 
P 200 = Percent material paulng No. 200 sieve, 

V = Percent air voids in the mix, 
v 

Pent Penetration 01 asphalt cement, 

Pac = Percent asphulr content, by we igh! 01 mix; and 

P opt = Percent oprimum asphalt content, as found by Marshall. 
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Hence; the major properties of finished mix can be reflected in one value, elastic 
modulus (E), which, In tUrn, can be used to determine any change In the serviceability 
of the pavement. 

METHOD OF ANALYSIS 

In this analysis the following assumption~ were made: 

I. Subgrade, subbase and base COurse are matching the design requirements, since 
any defect in any of these layers can be easily treated during construction. 

2. A pa\olement is designed to serve an initial annual number of lS·Kips (SO Kn) 
single axle load repe tit ions (No) as well as their growth o\oler a period of ti me 
(T.years) at a rate of (j) b~tore it reaches a minimum serviceability index 
PSI = 2.0. 

3. A pa vemenr Iha t has a mJnlmum serviceability index 01 PSI = 2.0 is not worth 
zero cost value. 

Thus, ,(or a- given pa\olement and based on the AASHTO method of design a 
rela tion between the total number of repe ti tions (N {l and pavement variables can 
be reduced to the following equation: 

( lep [ (q.2 - PSI) /2.7 ) 
log Nt)'" -0.43 + 9.36 log (SN • I) + --~----------.----------

D.lI .. [1094/(~ .. 1)5.19 

where; SN -: Structure number of pavement 
~ a l d[ + a

2 
d

2 
+ a

3 
d

3
, and 

Nt and PSI are as defined pre\oliously. 

(2) 

In equation (2), the regional factor (R) was given a value 01 4.0 which was 
believed to reflect the envltonmental condition in the Egyptian Delta region, however; 
Q(her values could be a~5umed changing only the constant value in rhe equation. 
Also, a soil support (S) value 01 4.0 was considered reasonable lor the nonnabilized 
clay present in the Del ra area. 

Therefore; {or a given pavement structure that is designed to carry a limited 
number of eqUivalent load repetitions (N f) during a time (T) the relation between 
the serviceabili Iy index (psI) and time in years can be drawan as shown in Fig.(2), 
curve-I. The pavement under evalUation; however, will reach the minimum value 
of serviceabi Ii [y, PSI ~ 2.0, af rer a time (t) less than the design time (Tl as shown 
in the same figure. curve-II. The dashed area shown in Fig.(2) represents the lost 
serviceability over time which will be experienced by the road users. If this imaginary 
area can be represented by cost units, rational pay adjustment or penalty factors 
can then be developed. . 

Maximum Penaltv Pmax 

Assuming we have two pave."Tlen!s both hold exactly the same structural 
components; however, one or them is new, i.e., it has a servieability index PSI=4.2 
and the second is old and has alJready reached the minimum serviceability of PSI=2.0. 
To upgrade the old pavement to irs in!tial serviceability PSI:4.2, an overlay is added 
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~o that thl' structure number (SN) is shifted back to its original value. The cost 
of upgradIng the old pavement is equal \0 tht" maximum penalty (Pmall.) that a COfltra
ctor should be charged for. A proposed method {or computing maximum penalty 
is summarized below. 

for a perfectly constructed pavement that was designed to have a structure 
number (SNp), then; 

II thiS pavement has been \J!.ed ufltil! a ~e>'iiceability o{ PSI " 2.0 is reached, 
before being overlaid to gain a struCture number (SNo), the'efon~j 

where; do:O thickness of OVer lay 

Equatmg SN to SNo or equal Ion 3 to equa tion 4, then; 
p 

( I 
a 2 - ---) 
a I 

In developing equation: 4, , it was as~umed that the old surf act" course layer 
w(Juld be considered as an additional base courst: with a layer coeIIicient of a2 
(l). The total cose of over lay (Co), allowing 20.0 percent extra cost for batching 
and preparing old surface will tnerdon: be: 

a 2 
Co " 1.2 Cs d l ( I - --- ) a l 

(6) 

where; Cs is the unit thickness cOSt 01 surface f~yer. A5 introduced previously the 
cost of overlay (Co) i1l equal [0 tne maximum penalty (Pmax) that a contractor 
will be Obliged to pay, under the assumption of this analysis. Since it is not expected 
that a new constructed pavement will reach minimum service~bility in the first 
day of opemng 'thefl; the amount of pellalty wdl tie between lero and (PmaJ(). 

PAY ADJUSTMENT PROCEDURE 

It is proposed that the pay adjLstment is applied as a penalty that a conuactor 
has to pay to compensate the user for the JMS of ~l!'rviceabilitY he wlU experience 
durmg [he pavement design life. The concept is that a pavement constructed within 
des.!gn thickness and mIlt specification are accepted with full payment. Adeviation. 
from mix specifications and/or design thickness may reduce the level of ~ervlce 
oIIcred to UH:r overrime, fig.(2). Therefore; a new term is introduced in this s~udy 
called the integrated lime service (TTS). The (ITS) is defined as the area under 
the service-time curve between PSI=~.2 and PSJ:::2.0. In a mathematical form, the 
intp.gnted time-service (I TS) can be represented by; 

i ~.2 
ITS " ( PSI ). dt (?') 
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For a design period (T), an initial annual number of load repetllions (No), 
a traffic growth fa te 0) and a design structure number (SN)d the integra ted time 
service (ITS) will have its design value. When the ITS is equal to its design value 
~he pay adjustment lac tor will be equal to unity, or the penalty is zero Egyptian 
Pounds. However; the ITS will be zero if the constructed pavement has enough 
deviation from the des.lgn specifications so tha tits serviceahi It ty is minimum, i.e.; 
PSI ~ 2.0. Therefore, lor any pavement whlc h has an integra ted time service (ITS) 
act, the penallY can be computed as follows: 

p ~ K. Pmax 

wherej K is the penalty coel! icient and equal to 

(]lS) des - (ITS) act 
-----------11 rsTdes------

(8) 

(8) 

Figure 0). .snow~ the service time curves for a pavement which was assumed to 
have a design structure. number (SN ~ 3,6) as well for the same pavement when 
115 structure number was reduced. Detailed data for each one Curve are also given 
in Table-l for comparison. I t can be noticed, in the same figure, that a reduction 
in the pavement structure number from SN :: ).6 to SN = 3.5 results in reducing 
i [s design life from 20.0 years to abou r t 8 years. In addi t ion. the serviceability, 
as measured by PSI, is less than expected during all the reduced tJme of 18 years. 
Using the proposed method, it was found that the confractor should pay a penalty 
of 8.75 percent out of the maximum penalty (Pmax) as a compensation. Assuming 
a ,40-in thicknen ~urf~ce course of a design layer coefficient a l = .44, thenj a redu
ction of 0.10 In SN II.' til happen when a I is reduced to a value of 0.4 I 5. Th,s reduc non 
can be tne result of an increase of the percent air VOids of 1.0 percent, a reduction 
in the percen t filler of 1.)5 percen t, or any other equivalencies of combined devIations. 

As shown lI'l Figure (4) tile retation befween the penalty coefficient (K) and the 
structure number 01 pavement is linear. The slope of this line is equal to the difference 
between the minimum and lhe design strUCture number, i.e.: (stope = (SN) min-(SN)des). 
ThiS findll'lg will laciiuille the use of the proposed method. The engineer, knowing 
(SN) des, needs only to compute the (SN)act U5l1'lg equation (I) and Fig.O) as well 
al> (SN)minj or the structure number of the pavement when the 5urfilce layer has 
a coefficient equivalent (0 the base course layer coefficient. A relation similar 
to thaI shown in figure(4) is drawn and the penalty coeJIicient can be found. Knowing 
the penalty coefficient, the total penalty can be calculated as given in previous 
sec tion. 

Comru'[ing the penalty uSIng the method discussed above .is considered a 
'riltional \'lay of compensating the users for the serviceability rhey are going to 
loose over time. 

Although it may resul t in higher or even lower· penalty values than the methods 
currentl~' used in Egypt, it is offering il. lair compromise both lor government agencies 
and contractors. 
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Table -\ Summary 01 the Ellample Da.ta 

Pr,,~cnt Llle Time b c Seniceability Model a 
(S(~) (t - year) ITS K (PSI) 

3.6 20 2,.,118 0.00 4.2-0.78 (l.OS t _ J) OJ! 

.3.5 18.1 22.67 0.088 4.2-0.863 {1.08 t _OO.S45 

3.4 16.2 20.' 0.17~ '1.2-0.97 n.OA t _1)0.9 

3.3 14.' J 8.47 0.2'6 11.2-1.107 0.08 t _ O· 964 

3.0 9 • .53 12.8 0.48' 11.2-2.0 (1.08 t _0 1•22 

2.8 5.64 l!.l4 0.670 ~.2-.5.94 (l.08 t .01.63 

a. E.l<ample assumesgrowth rate 01 8.0 percent 
b ITS Area under time-service.lbllity curve (2 PSI 11.2) 
c k :: Penalty Coefficient 

CONCLUSIONS 

I. Initial deviation of surface mix properlies IroM specilicattons can cause a high 
reduction in [he pavement's serviceability over time. 

2. Pay adjustment factors should be basec: on the deviation 01 mix air vOids percent 
as well a5 other factors currently used. 

J. The Asphalt Inslitutt;' modified model lor asphalt concrete elastic modulus prediC
tion is an excellent ~ool for measuring the relative change in mix characteristics. 

4. Pay adjustment using the maximum penalty as a reference is based on sound 
engir.eering principles and tre penalty computed u~jn!S the proposed method 
represents the actual compensation {or a lower service during pavement'!. life 
time. 

~. A more practical pay adjustment met/'lod can be settled if a relation between 
se(viceabdity index (PSI) and the present worth of pavement's rehabilitation 
coSt is developed. 
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